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Three - year B.A/ B.Sc Economics (Honours), CBCS 
Program Outcome 
 
Students graduating with three - year Economics Honours Program achieve wide array of 

knowledge and skills helping them to choose diversified career prospects. 

i) Imparting knowledge on basic theories related to individual behaviour of each economic 

units and the holistic behaviour of an economy at large, furnishes the students with in depth 

idea on different economic planning and policy making issues. 

ii) Most of the Economic Theories being widely substantiated with relevant mathematical 

applications, students unveil extensive mathematical skills in this process of learning. 

Application of these mathematical skills can be helpful in various disciplines. 

iii) The program lays out a wide range of insights on different Statistical Methods and 

Econometric Theories with practical applications using Statistical Packages. Adding to it, Skill 

Enhancement Course like Data Analysis induces the skill to handle various data. Thus students 

who aspire to pursue their career on Data Analysis, this program can provide a strong 

foundation in fulfilling their dreams. 

iv)The Program confers vast understanding on Indian Economy, International Economics, 

Development Economics and Public Finance which are helpful for the students to face the 

challenges in different competitive examinations.  

v) Discipline Specific Courses like Financial Economics and Money and Financial Markets 

develop a clear conception on Financial and Banking Sector inspiring the students to pursue 

their career on these two sectors. 

vi) Research Methodology as a Skill Enhancement Course creates research aptitudes within the 

students who are planning for higher studies and are prospective researchers 

Three - year B.A/ B.Sc Economics (General), CBCS 
Program Outcome 

 
i) The Program creates understanding on basic issues related to Economics and various policy 

interpretations. 

ii) Providing extensive idea on Indian Economy, Issues in Economic Development and Public 

Finance helps the students to excel in various competitive examinations in job market.  

iii) Students gain enough knowledge on various Environmental issues and Sustainable 

Development. 

iv) This Program also enhances the skill of handling Economic Data and Report writing. 


